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Early-type galaxies are foun&to have diffuse X-ray emission, with X-ray luminosities 
ranging from Lx M lo3' - ergs-' (Forman, Jones and Tucker 1985; Canizares, 
Fabbiano and Trinchieri 1987 [CFT]). Tkhsource of X-ray emission is thought to be thermal 
radiation from hot gas permeating the gal&ies; coarse X-ray spectra of the most luminous 
galaxies reveal gas temperatures of - 1 ke'v. The inferred amount of X-ray emitting gas, 
io9 - 10" Ma,  is generally cons with the amount expected from the integrated 
history of normal stellar mass loss galaxiesbX7ince the cooling time of the hot gas is 
typically less than a Hubble time, is likely tab,be involved in cooling flows (White 
and Chevalier 1984; Nulsen, Ste bian 1984;Thomas e t  al. 1986). For the least 
optically luminous early-type galaxies, it is not yet clear w their X-ray emission is 
se gas or from (hotter) discrete sources. 
f early-type galaxies are correlated with their optical (e.g. 
, but the X-ray luminosities exhibit considerable scatter for 
This dispersion in X-ray luminosity is much greater than 
s of early-type galaxies ( iven L B ) ,  such as luminosity 
ticular, early-type galaxies 
= 50 km s-l Mpc-l) have X- 
ray luminosities which range nearly two orders of "magnitude, from Lx M lo4' - 
erg s-'. It is not clear ,whether the scatter in Z> reflects variations in the intrinsic 
properties of galaxies (i.e. stellar 
masses, etc.) or whether it reflect 
variations in the amount of ram-p 
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ce median values of L x  as a 
'nduced, theoretical models 
material in the galaxies; cool gas may act as an energy sink for the hot gas. Sources of cool 
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total masses of early-type galaxies, 
n more gas in stripping encounters 
with other galaxies or with intracluster gas. TPi- higher velocity dispersions would again 
be correlated with hi 
\ amount of ram-pressure 
VVhik.1988). The hot ga 
other galaxies or wit 
the timescale for a s onger than a typical 
crossing time in a galaxy cluster or group, we do not expect a tight correlation between 
X-ray luminosity deficit (for a given L B )  and local galaxy density. Stripped, X-ray de- 
ficient galaxies need not remain near the spot where they were stripped in the distant 
past. However, if stripping is important, we may expect to find that the least stripped 
galaxies, i.e. the most X-ray luminous g given Lg, will tend to be in less dense 
f these various possibilities the dispersion in the X-ray properties 
-type galaxies, w'e find that the most likely cause is probably the ram-pressure 
stripping of gaseous halos from galaxies. For a sample of 81 early-type galaxies with X- 
ray hminosities or upper limits derived from Einstein Observatory observations (CFT) 
we calculated the cumulative distribution of angular distances between the X-ray sample 
the space density of bright galaxies, as well, or only in projection on the sky. 
As for the other possibilities mentioned for the cause of the Lx dispersion, we find 
no compelling correlations which support any of the causes other than stripping for the 
dispersion in X-ray luminosity. 
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